
Pe Home Learning (Week 1) 

Target Games (Sending techniques) 

Warm up 

1) Move head side to side

2) Move head forward and back

3) Roll shoulders

4) Arms out to the side - roll forwards then backwards

5) Stretch arms up, in front and down.

6) Wiggle your fingers.

7) Wiggle hips clockwise and then into clockwise.

8) Lift knee up/down. Repeat with other leg.

9) Make circles with your ankles clockwise and then anti clockwise. Repeat with other ankle.

10) Give your body a shake.


Now you are ready to start.


Today’s Equipment 

Some rolled up socks.

A washing basket.


Skills 

Can you - 

1) Throw and catch your sock

2) Throw, clap and catch your sock

3) Throw and catch your sock one handed.

4) Throw, clap and catch your sock one handed.


Now try throwing your sock up in air and see how many claps you can do before you catch it.


Have a competition with somebody in your house.


Game - (in the basket) 

Place a washing basket/ linen basket or anything else which could act as a net a short distance 
away.


Each person to have 4 rolled up socks.


Take it in turns to see who can get the most socks into the basket.


Change the distance of the basket and repeat a few times.


Think about how you are throwing. Do you use a different throwing style if the distance of the 
basket changes?


If the basket is close, which throwing style is easiest?


If the basket is further away, which throwing style is easiest?


Who is the champion thrower in your house?




Pe Home Learning (Week 2) 

Target Games (Sending - distance) 

Warm up 

1) Move head side to side

2) Move head forward and back

3) Roll shoulders

4) Arms out to the side - roll forwards then backwards

5) Stretch arms up, in front and down.

6) Wiggle your fingers.

7) Wiggle hips clockwise and then into clockwise.

8) Lift knee up/down. Repeat with other leg.

9) Make circles with your ankles clockwise and then into clockwise. Repeat with other ankle.

10) Give your body a shake.



Now you are ready to start.




Today’s Equipment 

Rolled up socks

Favourite toy

9 pieces of Paper


Skills 

Place an object on the floor a few metres away from you (could be a favourite toy).

Roll  your socks towards the object and try to get it as close to it as possible in one roll. Repeat 
this with other socks.


What happens if you roll it too hard?

What happens if you roll it too soft?


Change the distance of the object and try again.


If the object is further away, do you have to roll the sock harder or softer to get close to it?


Have a competition with somebody in your house.


Repeat changing the distance of the target.


Game - (Sock Golf)


Using your pieces of paper, decorate each one to make them different.

Space the 9 pieces of paper around the house.

Each player to start off at the same mark. 

Roll your sock towards the paper. Keep rolling it until the sock lands on the paper. Write down 
how many rolls it took. The other player then repeats. Once completed by all competitors, repeat 
going for the second target. Complete all targets.


The winner is the person with the lowest number of rolls.




Pe Home Learning (Week 3) 

Target Games (Sending towards a target) 

Warm up 

1) Move head side to side

2) Move head forward and back

3) Roll shoulders

4) Arms out to the side - roll forwards then backwards

5) Stretch arms up, in front and down.

6) Wiggle your fingers.

7) Wiggle hips clockwise and then into clockwise.

8) Lift knee up/down. Repeat with other leg.

9) Make circles with your ankles clockwise and then into clockwise. Repeat with other ankle.

10) Give your body a shake.



Now you are ready to start.




Today’s Equipment 

Rolled up socks

Cardboard box

Colouring pens/art materials


Making a target


With help from an adult, make a cardboard box into a flat shape (this will be your target).

Use colouring pens or anything you have to decorate your target making different scoring zones.


Wait for your your target to dry if need be.


Skills 

Using a rolled up sock, how many different ways can you send it to reach the target (practice all of 
the different ways).

Now repeat changing the distance/angle of the target.


Did you use a different style of sending the sock when the distance changed?

Did you change the position of your body when the angle of the target changed?


Game - Target Throw 

Place the target at a distance of your choosing. Challenge another player to compete against. 
Choose which style to send the sock with. The person with most points is the winner.

Play again with the other player choosing the distance/angle and style to send the sock.

Repeat trying all of the different ways of sending the sock.




Pe Home Learning (Week 4) 

Target Games (Aiming at a target) 

Warm up 

1) Move head side to side

2) Move head forward and back

3) Roll shoulders

4) Arms out to the side - roll forwards then backwards

5) Stretch arms up, in front and down.

6) Wiggle your fingers.

7) Wiggle hips clockwise and then into clockwise.

8) Lift knee up/down. Repeat with other leg.

9) Make circles with your ankles clockwise and then into clockwise. Repeat with other ankle.

10) Give your body a shake.


Now you are ready to start.


Today’s Equipment 

Rolled up socks

Toilet roll tube/ paper cups/ rolled up 
paper tube (amount is depending on 
how many you have available).

Colouring pens/art materials


Making your targets 


Decorate your targets -  toilet/kitchen roll tubes. If these are not available, you can always tape a 
rolled up piece of paper to make a cylinder shape.


When you have finished decorating your targets, place them in a line (slightly spaced out), going 
from left to right a short distance away.


Skills 

Using your rolled up socks, roll them towards a target to try and knock them over. 

How many times does it take you to knock them all over?

Can you beat that score by trying again?


Game - Knock Down 

2 players (one either end of the room).

Space your targets out going left to right in the middle of the players.

Take it in turns to try and knock over the targets.

The winner is the person who knocks over the most targets.


Think about how you change your body shape to change your aim for a different target.


Repeat




Pe Home Learning (Week 5) 

Target Games (Throwing and Catching) 

Warm up 

1) Move head side to side

2) Move head forward and back

3) Roll shoulders

4) Arms out to the side - roll forwards then backwards

5) Stretch arms up, in front and down.

6) Wiggle your fingers.

7) Wiggle hips clockwise and then into clockwise.

8) Lift knee up/down. Repeat with other leg.

9) Make circles with your ankles clockwise and then into clockwise. Repeat with other ankle.

10) Give your body a shake.


Now you are ready to start.


Today’s Equipment 

Rolled up socks


Skills 

Practice throwing and catching your rolled up sock.

1) Small throw 2 hands.

2) Bigger throw 2 hands

3) Small throw 1 hand.

4) Bigger throw 1 hand.


Now practice throwing with a partner catching with 2 hands.

Throw with your partner and when you reach a certain number (you decide), each person takes 
one step back and then repeat trying to get to that number again.

When you get to a point when you can’t reach that number or if you run out of room, come back 
to the start again and repeat using just one hand to catch.


Game - Human basket 

One person to be still with their arms stretched out and fingers linking to make a basket shape.

The other person to take one step back but facing the basket. You now have 3 throws to try and 
get the sock in the basket. One point for each one that goes in. Swap places and repeat.

Repeat this process but this time take two steps back and then three and then four.

The person with the most points at the end is the winner.




Pe Home Learning (Week 6) 

Target Games (Festival of Games) 

Warm up 

1) Move head side to side

2) Move head forward and back

3) Roll shoulders

4) Arms out to the side - roll forwards then backwards

5) Stretch arms up, in front and down.

6) Wiggle your fingers.

7) Wiggle hips clockwise and then into clockwise.

8) Lift knee up/down. Repeat with other leg.

9) Make circles with your ankles clockwise and then into clockwise. Repeat with other ankle.

10) Give your body a shake.


Now you are ready to start.


Today’s Equipment (all of the previous equipment) 

Rolled up socks

A washing basket

9 decorated pieces of paper

Decorated cardboard box target

Decorated toilet tube targets


Today you are taking part in a games festival. It will be a competition between you and somebody 
you choose to play against and will be all of the games that you have already played.


Games


In the basket


Sock Golf


Target Throw


Knock Down


Human Basket.


